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What Has Technology Done to My Weather Forecast?
A proposal to study the effect of technology on weather forecasts
Eric S. Villafranca (evillafr@citadel.edu); Uchenna Peters (upeters@nmsu.edu)

A weather forecast is a prediction of the future state of the atmosphere. It is the product of
science and technology combined with a forecaster’s knowledge. Experienced forecasters use
weather forecast models to get an idea of the general trend of the atmosphere over a large
geographical region. Next, they will look at regional reported weather observations and other
atmospheric readings taken at regular intervals. Then, they will either physically walk outside
and observe the current weather or have sensors set up to record weather observation data
directly from their site. Finally, they will piece these data together and combine their “rules of
thumb” curated from experience to deduce what will happen.
Conversely, inexperienced weather forecasters might take a weather forecast model’s
prediction and use it without any adjustments. Weather forecasts from models have become
very accurate, making them excellent tools. However, there is a cause for concern when models
are the only tool because they are probabilistic, not deterministic.
The first author was a weather forecaster in the United States Air Force. When his enlistment
ended, he was discouraged from going to school for meteorology because someone told him
that “computers will replace weather forecasters.” Advancements in weather forecast models
and information technology in the field have no doubt sparked the idea that computers are
better weather forecasters than humans. This anecdote made us wonder, “what is technology
doing to weather forecasts?” Are weather forecasts going down in quality because the new
generation of forecasters relies so heavily on technology? Or are weather forecasts getting
better because forecast models are very accurate?
We intend to explore these questions with two studies. The first one is an exploratory
qualitative study using interviews of operational weather forecast managers. To begin, the first
author has reached out to an industry contact that is willing to participate. The second study is
an experiment designed to determine how reliant weather forecasters are on forecast models
and how a disruption in data from forecast models would affect their products. We seek input
from the IS community on how to focus our research efforts on the IT artifact.
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